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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Three-dimensional, virtual reality vestibular rehabilitation for chronic imbalance
problem caused by M�enière’s disease: a pilot study*

Su-Yi Hsua,b, Te-Yung Fangb,c, Shih-Ching Yehd, Mu-Chun Sue, Pa-Chun Wangb,c and Victoria Y. Wangf

aDepartment of Otolaryngology, Sijhih Cathay General Hospital, New Taipei City, Taiwan; bSchool of Medicine, Fu Jen Catholic University,
New Taipei City, Taiwan; cDepartment of Otolaryngology, Cathay General Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan; dSchool of Information Science and
Technology, Fudan University, Shanghai, P. R. China; eDepartment of Computer Science & Information Engineering, National Central University,
Taoyuan, Taiwan; fDepartment of Computer Science, Stanford University, Stanford, USA

ABSTRACT

Purposes: The purpose of this study was to evaluate a three-dimensional, virtual reality system for vestibu-
lar rehabilitation in patients with intractable M�enière’s disease and chronic vestibular dysfunction.
Methods: We included 70 patients (36 for study, 34 as control) with a chronic imbalance problem caused
by uncompensated M�enière’s disease. The virtual reality vestibular rehabilitation comprised four training
tasks (modified Cawthorne–Cooksey exercises: eye, head, extension, and coordination exercises) performed
in six training sessions (in 4 weeks). Measurements of the task scores and balance parameters obtained at
the baseline and after final training sessions were compared.
Results: A significant improvement was observed in extension and coordination scores. Patients in the
early stages of M�enière’s disease had a significantly greater improvement in the center of gravity sway and
trajectory excursion in the mediolateral direction than did patients in the late stages of M�enière’s disease.
Mild functional disability attributable to M�enière’s disease was a predictor of improvement in the statokine-
sigram and maximum trajectory excursion in the anteroposterior direction after rehabilitation. The control
group showed no significant improvement in almost all parameters.
Conclusion: Virtual reality vestibular rehabilitation may be useful in patients with M�enière’s disease, par-
ticular those in the early stages or having mild functional disability.

� IMPLICATION FOR REHABILITATION

� Chronic imbalance caused by uncompensated M�enière’s disease is an indication for vestibular
rehabilitation.

� The interactive virtual reality video game, when integrated into vestibular rehabilitation exercise proto-
col, may assist patients who have mild disability M�enière’s disease and who cannot benefit from treat-
ment with drugs or surgery.

� The initial data from this study support the applicability of three-dimensional virtual reality technology
in vestibular rehabilitation programs. The technology gives professionals a new tool to guide patients
for vestibular rehabilitation exercises through three-dimensional virtual reality video game playing.

� The virtual reality vestibular exercise game can provide patients a step-wise, interactive, dynamic,
three-dimensional, and interesting rehabilitation environment.
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Introduction

Vertigo and post-vertigo disequilibrium can impair the quality of

life in patients with M�enière’s disease. Rotational vertigo and vege-

tative symptoms can persist from minutes to several hours, and

disequilibrium can persist for days or months in elderly patients. In

patients with active fluctuating disease, relieving constant disequi-

librium and unsteadiness between attacks is critical.

Vestibular rehabilitation is a safe, effective, and noninvasive

treatment for unilateral peripheral, central, or mixed vestibular

dysfunction.[1,2] Vestibular rehabilitation can integrate proprio-

ceptive, visual, and residual vestibular function to improve overall

balance function including gait, gaze and postural stability, phys-

ical mobility, and function with activities of daily living.[2,3]

Vestibular rehabilitation entails adaptation exercises for visual-

vestibular interaction to improve the vestibular-ocular reflex;

habituation exercises for reducing the responsiveness of the

symptoms caused by repetitive motion; and substitution exercises

for increasing or replacing vestibular input by using visual or

somato-sensory input.[1,4] In addition, vestibular rehabilitation

can maximize central compensation. Cawthorne–Cooksey exer-

cises are one of the vestibular rehabilitation protocols that can

reduce the sense of imbalance and improve coordination through

repeated eye movements, head motions, limb extensions, and

balance training.[5–7] However, the exercises are time-consuming,

repetitive, and monotonous; and compliance is generally poor

when patients are asked to practice at home on daily basis.
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Virtual reality systems can be equipped with real time simula-

tion, interactive functions, and game features to enable adaptation,

habituation, and substitution exercises for vestibular rehabilita-

tion.[8] These systems can provide visual, auditory, and haptic

feedbacks that may motivate patients, establish a sense of physical

presence in the virtual world, and enable the measurement of per-

formance and customized training. Vestibular rehabilitation based

on virtual reality systems is an effective treatment for mild trau-

matic brain injury and acute vestibular neuritis.[9,10] In addition,

vestibular rehabilitation can improve dynamic balance and balance

confidence in older adults and, desensitize patients to diverse dis-

orienting visual stimuli.[3,11]

In patients with M�enière’s disease, vestibular rehabilitation can

be useful in treating unsteadiness that persists despite alleviation

in episodic vertigo or after definitive destructive therapy.[12–14]

We selected patients with M�enière’s disease to investigate the

training effectiveness of the three-dimensional virtual reality sys-

tem because of the following advantages: (1) the diagnosis criteria

for M�enière’s disease are clear, (2) laterization can be easily accur-

ately identified in patients with M�enière’s disease, unlike that in

patients with other chronic vestibular dysfunction conditions,

(3) the stage and functional status of M�enière’s disease stage and

functional status are readily available for categorization analysis.

The advantages reduce the heterogeneity of the study population

to eliminating the confounding bias from other vestibular dysfunc-

tion conditions. The purpose of this study was to evaluate vestibu-

lar rehabilitation by using our three-dimensional virtual reality

system in patients with chronic imbalance caused by M�enière’s

disease, we compared the effectiveness with that of traditional

Cawthorne–Cooksey exercises.

Materials and methods

Subjects

We recruited 70 consecutive patients with definite M�enière’s dis-

ease. We used a single-blind study design and randomly assigned

the patients into study and control groups. We included 36 and 34

patients in the study and control groups, respectively. The groups

had similar sex and age distributions (p> 0.05). The diagnostic cri-

teria, M�enière’s disease stages (early stages I and II and late stages

III and IV), and functional level scales (effect on the overall daily

function increased from level 1 to 6) were based on the 1995

guidelines of the American Academy of Otolaryngology.[15] The

distributions of the affected side, stage, and functional level in the

study and control groups were similar (p> 0.05) (Table 1).

The inclusion criteria were: (1) a clinical diagnosis of unilateral

or bilateral M�enière’s disease; (2) an age >18 years; (3) fluctuating

symptoms or chronic unsteadiness for >3 months; and (4) the

ability to participate in balance rehabilitation tasks. The exclusion

criteria were: (1) a diagnosis of vertigo not associated with

M�enière’s disease; (2) other acute medical conditions; (3) neuro-

logical deficit or cognitive dysfunction; (4) weakness or paralysis in

the lower limbs; and (5) planned medical or surgical vestibular

ablation during the rehabilitation program.

The study was approved by the institutional review board of

Cathay General Hospital (CT-100008).

Rehabilitation system

The three-dimensional virtual reality interactive rehabilitation sys-

tem consisted of two major components: training and assessment.

The training component comprised four training tasks that were

similar to games designed on the basis of the modified

Cawthorne–Cooksey vestibular rehabilitation exercises: (1) head

exercise, (2) eye exercise, (3) extension exercise, and (4) coordin-

ation exercise. The training component integrated an animated

game, stereoscopic images, and interactive technology to provide

stereoscopic vision and an interactive interface that felt natural to

the user. The hierarchical training contents had various difficulty

levels that enabled customizing of training programs according to

patients’ requirement. The system enabled assessing and recording

the kinematic performance during training sessions. In the assess-

ment component, the sensor technology recorded time-history

and center of pressure data in different conditions. These data

were used to monitor the progress of the patient’s performance

(Figure 1).

The system used specialized software (Microsoft Kinect,

Microsoft Corp., Seattle, WA) that recorded the movements of the

patients and enabled them to interact with a virtual basketball

scenario. An ultrashort-focus projector displayed images on a large

screen to cover the entire visual field of the patients, and three-

dimensional glasses were worn to provide a sense of depth that

enabled the patients to judge the location of the ball in the virtual

environment. A tracking system with an optical marker accurately

determined when the head of a patient rotated beyond the

workspace.

Training tasks

Eye exercise: The goal of the patients was to move the eyes to the

side as much as possible without rotating the head. Participants

were asked to keep the head stationary while moving the eyes

upward, downward, left, and right. The patients were also asked to

read numbers aloud as soon as they saw random numbers appear-

ing at the margin of the screen. In total, 25 numbers with 1 or 2

digits were randomly generated (1 number at a time); the num-

bers appeared at the margin of the screen in a clockwise or coun-

terclockwise direction that was randomly predetermined. A single

eye exercise game consisted of 25 trials; the appearance of 1 num-

ber was defined as 1 trial. When the head of a patient (shown as a

ball in the virtual environment) did not stay in the red square, the

patient heard a sound that denoted a failed trial.

Head exercise: The goal of the patients was to rotate the head

while keeping the eyes fixed on an object. The patients were

asked to rotate the head left, right, upward, and downward while

Table 1. Patient demographics.

Control group (N¼ 34) Study group (N¼ 36)
Characteristic Mean ± SD Mean ± SD p values

Age (years) 66.5 ± 11.9 69.0 ± 12.6 0.41
Sex 0.14
Male 10 (29%) 16 (44%)
Female 24 (71%) 20 (56%)

Height (cm) 159.4 ± 8.7 162.7 ± 7.3 0.11
Weight (kg) 62.2 ± 7.6 63.0 ± 12.9 0.77
Stage 0.51
I 13 (38.2%) 9 (25%)
II 5 (14.7%) 9 (25%)
III 12 (35.3%) 15 (41.7%)
IV 4 (11.8%) 3 (8.3%)

Functional level 0.32
1 0 2 (5.6%)
2 8 (23.5%) 13 (36.1%)
3 24 (70.6%) 11 (30.6%)
4 2 (5.9%) 7 (19.4%)
5 0 3 (8.3%)
6 0 0

aData reported as number or mean ± SD.
bBased on the 1995 guidelines of the American Academy of Otolaryngology.[15]
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keeping the eyes fixed on a red square at the center of the screen.

The patients were required to read numbers aloud as soon as they

saw the random numbers appearing around the red square. The

numbers appeared when a patient reached the maximum range of

head rotation. A single head exercise game consisted of 20 trials; 1

trial was defined as 1 head rotation to the maximum range while

reading a number. When a patient did not respond, the numbers

disappeared after 2 s, and the next trial started when the patient

was ready.

Extension exercise: The exercise was designed to simulate shoot-

ing a basketball. The goal of the exercise was for the patient to lift

the arms above the shoulder level to a specified point. The pos-

ition of the a patient’s hand was indicated by hand holding a yel-

low ball in the virtual environment. After the game started, the

patients were instructed to grab the virtual basketball and throw it

onto the target position indicated by a red ball. The position of

the red ball was predetermined and randomly appeared in the vir-

tual environment. A single extension game consisted of 10 trials; 1

trial was defined as 1 throw.

Coordination exercise: The exercise was designed to simulate

throwing and catching a ball. The goal of the exercise was to

improve the coordination of both arms. After the game started,

the patients were instructed to touch a ball that randomly

appeared in the virtual environment on the side ipsilateral to the

tested hand. As soon as a patient touched the ball with 1 hand,

the ball was automatically thrown to the contralateral side for the

contralateral hand to catch. In 1 trial, the ball moved from side to

side until the patient missed the ball to end this trial. A coordin-

ation exercise game consisted of 10 trials.

At each training session, the patient typically completed the

game program in 30min. The study group patients underwent six

training session during 4 weeks.

The patients in the control group were instructed to perform

Cawthorne–Cooksey vestibular rehabilitation exercises at home for

4 weeks.

Outcome measures

The virtual reality system recorded the chronological data and cen-

ter of pressure of the patients in different task conditions. Changes

in upright balance were measured using a video game platform

(Wii Fit, Nintendo Phuten Co., Ltd., Taipei, Taiwan) before and after

Figure 1. Virtual reality vestibular rehabilitation system: design, exercises, training, and assessment. maxAP: maximum trajectory excursion in the anteroposterior direc-
tion; maxML: maximum trajectory excursion in the mediolateral direction; meanAP: mean trajectory excursion in the anteroposterior direction; meanML: mean trajectory
excursion in the mediolateral direction.
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the virtual reality training session. The patients were asked to

quietly stand on the video game platform with the eyes open for

20 s without any assistance. The pressure sensors of the video

game platform responded to changes in the patients’ center of

pressure and upright balance.

Chronological data about the center of pressure were recorded

from the video game platform and were used to calculate five

indices of upright balance, namely, the maximum trajectory excur-

sion in the mediolateral (maxML) and anteroposterior (maxAP)

directions, mean trajectory excursion in the mediolateral (meanML)

and anteroposterior (meanAP) directions, and a statokinesi-

gram;[16,17] the statokinesigram was the area of the trajectory of

the center of pressure during the test, fitted using an envelope

area. The envelope area for the trajectory of the center of pressure

is an important index for assessing the rehabilitation improvement

in patients who have vestibular dysfunction, and smaller areas

indicate more effective rehabilitation.[18]

The scores for each training task and total scores were calcu-

lated by scaling up the success frequency (in a percentage) 100-

fold, and scores ranged from 0 to 100 (0 lowest, 100 highest

performance).

Evaluation

The patients participated in six rehabilitation training sessions (four

interactive virtual reality task exercises per session) within 4 weeks.

During training sessions, performance data, including the task

completion rate, task completion time, and task success frequency

were recorded using the virtual reality system. The upright balance

was measured using the video game platform before and after

each training session. The virtual reality training tasks and upright

balance test were conducted by licensed physical or occupational

therapists who were provided the technical manual of the inter-

active rehabilitation system. One control group and two study

group patients experienced virtual reality – induced motion sick-

ness. These patients were provided special attention, which

involved slowly starting rehabilitation (or evaluation) when they

were using three-dimensional goggle.

The first training session was used as a practice session, and

data from the first training session were excluded. The assessment

conducted immediately before the second training session was

defined as the baseline assessment. The baseline and data after

the final (sixth) training session were compared.

Data acquisition, processing, and statistical analysis

The optical tracking system and Microsoft Kinect (Redmond, WA)

recorded kinematic information in each session. The pressure sen-

sors of the video game platform captured the trajectory of the

center of pressure and detected changes in upright balance.

Recorded game parameters and balance indices from WiiFit were

classified using the SVM (supported vector machine) classifier.

Linear, quadratic, and Gaussian kernels were applied to identify

the structure of the collected data.

Data were analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social

Science (Version 16, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). The post-intervention

outcomes were adjusted for the baseline and severity by using

one-way analysis of covariance. Comparisons were performed

using independent (between groups) and paired t tests (within

group, baseline and after intervention – 6th training session).

Multiple regression models analyses were performed to evaluate

predictors (age, sex, height, weight, co-morbid conditions, training

session, lateralization, stage, and baseline functional status) of

improvement (center of gravity sway, statokinesigram, maxML,

maxAP, meanML, meanAP, and performance score) after rehabilita-

tion. Statistical significance was defined as p� 0.05.

Results

Most patients had stage I, II, or III M�enière’s disease and functional

level 1 to 4. Medical comorbidities including hypertension, dia-

betes, hyperlipidemia, and cervical spondylosis were equally dis-

tributed between the study and control groups. All patients in

both groups completed the follow-up after intervention. In the

study group, adherence to the treatment protocol was 100%. In

the control group, 100% of the patients independently performed

vestibular exercise at home at least four times in 4 weeks.

In the study group, a significant improvement was observed in

all eye, head, extension, coordination, and total training task scores

from the baseline to the final virtual reality training session

(Table 2). Significant differences were observed in the changes of

head rotation (p¼ 0.002) and total (p¼ 0.015) training task scores

between the study and control groups (Table 2). Moreover, in the

control group, significant improvements were observed in the eye

and total training tasks scores (Table 2).

The balance indices exhibited a decreasing trend (�1.2 cm2) in

the center of gravity sway from the baseline to the final training

session (Table 3, Figure 2). The study group exhibited significantly

greater improvement in the statokinesigram (p¼ 0.002), maxML

(p¼ 0.009), and maxAP (p¼ 0.036) indices than did the control

group. In addition, patients in the early stages of M�enière’s disease

(stage I or II) exhibited significantly greater improvement in the

center of gravity sway and meanML than did patients in the late

stages of M�enière’s disease (stage III or IV) (p< 0.05).

Multiple regression model(s) showed that the functional level of

the patients had a significant effect on the statokinesigram

(b¼�0.4, SE¼ 0.9, p� 0.05) and maxAP (b¼�0.5, SE¼ 0.2,

p� 0.05). Mild functional severity of M�enière’s disease was a pre-

dictor of greater improvement in the statokinesigram and maxAP

after virtual reality vestibular rehabilitation.

Table 2. Rehabilitation exercise scoresa in patients following virtual reality train-
ing system (study group) or self-administered (control group) vestibular
rehabilitation.

Balance
index

Before session 2
(Baseline)b

After final session
(Adjusted)c Change p values

Study group (virtual reality vestibular rehab.), N¼ 36
Eye 66.0 (57.5–74.1) 78.0 (73.1–81.9) 12 (�5.8–8.2) 0.003
Headd 79.0 (74.7–83.5) 76.0 (70.5–80.7) �3.5 (�5.8 to �1.2) 0.007
Extension 59.0 (47.9–69.9) 72.0 (62.8–80.1) 13 (�2.6–5.2) 0.000
Coordination 60.0 (53.6–67.2) 71.0 (68.4–73.2) 11 (�6.3–8.5) 0.011
Totale 65.0 (59.4–70.2) 72.0 (68.3–75.1) 6.9 (4.1–9.8) 0.000

Control (self-administered vestibular exercise), N¼ 34
Eye 80.0 (72.0–87.4) 88.0 (86.6–89.4) 8.3 (0.5–16.1) 0.056
Head 85.0 (72.4–98.4) 86.0 (81.5–91.1) 0.9 (�13.4–15.3) 0.899
Extension 66.0 (55.6–75.4) 62.0 (48.9–74.3) �4.0 (�8.6–0.8) 0.142
Coordination 51.0 (34.7–67.5) 61.0 (47.3–74.3) 10.0 (�14.5–33.8) 0.467
Total 59.0 (51.5–67.5) 67.0 (63.2–71.2) 8.0 (1.9–13.5) 0.021

aData reported as mean (95% CI).
bBaseline measurements were made before the second training session; the first
training session was a practice session.

cControl group after 4 weeks of self-administered vestibular exercise.
dComparisons of balance index score (head) change between Study and Control
groups, p¼ 0.002.

eComparisons of balance index score (total) change between Study and Control
groups, p¼ 0.015.
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Discussion

Vestibular rehabilitation can help patients with chronic imbalance.

However, rehabilitation exercises are repetitive and boring basic

movements that may impair patients’ motivation to adhere to the

plan. Moreover, when patients self-administered these exercises,

rehabilitation by using traditional protocol might be limited

because of insufficient flexible adaptive and customizing capability.

Three-dimensional, virtual reality, animation game-based technol-

ogy enables the hierarchical delivery of stimulus challenges

encountered in realistic environments or daily living at various dif-

ficulty levels; the system can also facilitate customizing the

patient’s balance performance progress.[18] Game-based, virtual

reality technology has been used for neurological and musculo-

skeletal rehabilitation. However, few studies have reported using

this approach to evaluate balance improvement.

In the present study, patients with chronic imbalance caused

by active M�enière’s disease exhibited improvements in extension

and coordination exercises after virtual reality vestibular rehabilita-

tion (Table 2). Improvement in center of gravity sway and meanML

was greater in patients in early stages with milder functional

impairment at baseline than in those in the late stages of

M�enière’s disease. In addition, mild functional disability predicted

improvement in the statokinesigram and maxAP.

A study reported improvement in balance after vestibular

rehabilitation.[1] Vestibular rehabilitation exercises were originally

designed for patients with stable uncompensated vestibular dis-

eases. Wrisley et al. [19] and Gottshall et al. [20] have demon-

strated that physical therapy can improve balance both

subjectively and objectively in patients with dizziness.[14]

All patients experienced fluctuating disequilibrium symptoms at

the time of recruitment. The study proves that symptoms of imbal-

ance can be alleviated with progressive, structured exposure to

movements that provoke symptoms. Patients in the early stage of

M�enière’s disease may experience less unsteadiness between

attacks and have greater baseline balance than do patients in the

Table 3. Balance indicesa in patients following virtual reality training system (study group) or self-administered (control group)
vestibular rehabilitation vestibular rehabilitation.

Balance index Before session 2 (Baseline)b After final session (Adjusted)c Change p values

Study group (virtual reality vestibular rehab.), N¼ 36
Center of gravity sway 12.0 (10.9–13.7) 11.0 (10.6–11.6) �1.2 (�2.5–0.07) 0.077
Statokinesigram (cm2)d 4.0 (2.8–5.6) 4.0 (3.6–4.4) �0.2 (�1.4–1.1) 0.796
maxML (cm)e 1.3 (1.1–1.5) 1.35 (1.3–1.4) 0.1 (�0.1–0.3) 0.366
maxAP (cm)f 2.2 (1.9–2.5) 2.3 (2.0–2.6) 0.1 (�0.2–0.4) 0.506
meanML (cm) 0.7 (0.6–0.8) 0.55 (0.5–0.6) �0.05 (�0.1–0.02) 0.141
meanAP (cm) 0.9 (0.8–1.0) 0.85 (0.8–0.9) �0.1 (�0.2–0.06) 0.239

Control (self-administered vestibular exercise), N¼ 34
Center of gravity sway 10.6 (9.3–11.9) 10.8 (10.5–11.1) 0.2 (�0.9–1.3) 0.736
Statokinesigram (cm2) 1.9 (1.4–2.5) 2.5 (2.4–2.6) 0.5 (�0.01–1.08) 0.071
maxML (cm) 0.9 (0.7–1.2) 0.97 (0.9–1.0) 0.02 (�0.1–0.2) 0.765
maxAP (cm) 1.6 (1.4–1.8) 2.1 (2.0–2.2) 0.5 (0.3–0.7) 0.000
meanML (cm) 0.56 (0.5–0.6) 0.56 (0.5–0.6) 0.01 (�0.02–0.04) 0.653
meanAP (cm) 0.7 (0.6–0.8) 0.75 (0.7–0.8) 0.1 (�0.02–0.2) 0.157

aData reported as mean (95% CI). maxAP, maximum trajectory excursion in the anteroposterior direction; maxML, maximum tra-
jectory excursion in the mediolateral direction; meanAP, mean trajectory excursion in the anteroposterior direction; meanML,
mean trajectory excursion in the mediolateral direction.
bBaseline measurements were performed before the second training session; the first training session was a practice session.
cControl group after 4 weeks of self-administered vestibular exercise.
dComparison of Statokinesigram (cm2) between Study and Control groups, p¼ 0.002.
eComparison of maxML (cm) between Study and Control groups, p¼ 0.009.
fComparison of maxAP (cm) between Study and Control groups, p¼ 0.036.

Figure 2. Changes in balance indices in patients with M�enière’s disease (N¼ 36) following virtual reality training system vestibular rehabilitation.
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late stages of M�enière’s disease. Therefore, the degree of improve-

ment after vestibular rehabilitation was greater in the early stage

of M�enière’s disease. The functional disability of M�enière’s disease

was a predictor of treatment outcomes.

Vestibular rehabilitation can reduce the fear associated with

episodic vertigo and can improve patients’ confidence in their abil-

ity to maintain balance.[12] The protocol design in the present

interactive vestibular rehabilitation exercises comprised six ses-

sions. The preliminary data (six sessions in 4 weeks) exhibited a

trend in the rehabilitation effect, and a dose-effect relationship

might be observed with more training sessions.

The limitations of the present study include the high percen-

tages of older patients (most patients were aged >60 years) and

patients with comorbid conditions. Underlying comorbid diseases

may cause additional dizziness, imbalance, or limb weakness; these

diseases may not abate with rehabilitation and may interfere with

kinesthetic learning and progress achieved through rehabilitation

exercises.[21] Furthermore, we did not evaluate whether improve-

ments in balance were maintained after the completion of rehabili-

tation; therefore, we could not evaluate the post-intervention

functional status in this short-term follow-up study. Additional

studies having a long-term follow-up period should be conducted,

and the correlation between subjective symptoms and objective

balance measures should be evaluated in the future.

Conclusion

The present results suggest that chronic imbalance caused by

uncompensated M�enière’s disease can be improved through three-

dimensional, virtual reality vestibular rehabilitation. The interactive

three-dimensional, virtual reality, game-based vestibular rehabilita-

tion exercises can assist patients with M�enière’s disease who have

mild disability and cannot benefit from drugs or surgery. The sys-

tem enables hierarchical and customized delivery of realistic envir-

onmental stimuli adapted to patients’ balance improvement. A

home care model, once established in the future, can significantly

reduce the transportation, training, and supervision cost for both

the patients and the healthcare providers.
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